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Abstract

Once Through Then Out, Power Adjusted by Poison (OTTO-PAP) fuelling of a high temperature
pebble-bed reactor offers a simple alternative to the MEDUL (Mehrfachdurchlauf = German for
multi-pass) fuelling regime followed in pebble bed reactor designs to date.

The prerequisite for a modular reactor unit of maximum power output, subject to observing passive
safety characteristics is a sufficiently flat axial neutron flux profile. This is achieved by introducing
B4C coated particles ofpre-calculated size and packing density within the fuel spheres.

In accordance with AVR operating practise the temperature profile is radially equalised by
introducing a 2-zone core loading. Adding pure graphite spheres loosely into the centre column area
of the core effectively reduced the maximum power in the middle.

Increasing the reactor diameter is enabled by the introduction of noses. A 3-D geometric modeller
developed in cylindrical co-ordinates enables a given flow description of the pebbles adjacent to the
nose boundaries and in the vicinity of the shut down / control rods. After translation of the geometric
data the neutronic behaviour of the reactor is followed in 3-D by the CITATION code.

This study is aimed towards achieving an optimal core layout with a LEU (Low Enriched Uranium)
fuel cycle. Physical properties of the OTTO-PAP, 150 MWt reference design is reported, while
computations performed observe results obtained by the reference HTR-MODUL design.

Introduction, Background

As part of a series of supply side option investigations ordered by ESKOM, South African
power utility, a feasibility study was launched to establish the technical and economic
feasibility of modular high temperature gas-cooled reactors when coupled to direct-cycle,
closed-loop, helium power turbines. Apart from the preliminary operational requirements as
documented in /1,2/ the unit size is subject to the basic owner requirement that no physical
process, however unlikely, must cause a radiation induced off-site hazard This is achieved in
principle in the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR) by demonstrating during a postulated
depressurised loss of coolant incident that:
• the decay heat produced in the post accident condition is exceeded by the inherent heat

removal capability of the reactor vessel,

• peak temperatures within the core never reaches 1600°C, thus remaining well below the
demonstrated onset point of fuel degradation, i.e. fuel temperature maintained at 1600 C
for a period in excess of 100 hours /3/.
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Keeping in mind the abovementioned, it is reasonable to employ the fundamental approach of
adherence to available technology, observing the proven operational base, and selecting a
commercially viable unit size, albeit small and modular.

Central to this study is the selection of a viable fuelling regime. A unit size of 70 - 100 MWe
lends itself to two basic fuelling options currently under consideration, viz. MEDUL and
OTTO. A third option, i.e. Peu-a-Peu (PAP), is of interest for unit sizes of 5 - 40 MWe.
Twenty years continuous operation with only one step defuelling at the end of operation offers
unsurpassed simplicity and, while awarding a high degree of proliferation resistance 161.

In /4/ a 220 MWt PBMR reference proposal based on the HTR-MODUL (200 MWt) and
HTR-100 (250 MWt) designs by SEEMENS/Interatom and BBC/HRB respectively, is
investigated. This concept refers to well-proven technology demonstrated by the operational
histories of the AVR experimental reactor in Jiilich /see 5/ and the THTR demonstration plant
in Schmehausen.

OTTO employs a special fuelling mode of MEDUL, i.e. a single pass of the fuel elements
through the core. This concept is extremely attractive for its simplicity, yet remained limited to
a maximum thermal power output of 120 MWt due its characteristic neutron flux shape as
depicted in Fig. 1. Advantages of this feature are well-documented by several authors /see
7,8/. The major disadvantage to this fuelling concept remained however, its inability to deliver
power within the 150 - 200 MWt range, whilst adhering to the principles of passive safety.

A variation of the abovementioned fuelling regime, OTTO & PAP, broadly coincides with the
proposal in 19! as suggested for the PBMR-SA fuelling. Table I poses a summary of the
considerations which prompted the current investigation.

OTTO: Typical vs. Ideal Power Distribution
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FIG. 1: OTTO - Typical neutron flux, distribution in axial direction
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TABLE I: CONSIDERATIONS FOR GOING OTTO

PROS CONS
1. Fuel management - Simplified by single

pass through the core
2. Fuel handling - Minimised by single pass

through core

3. Measurement equipment - Weight
difference will suffice for the separation of
fuel and absorber spheres

4. OTTO fuelling - Is a special case of
MEDUL scheme => Enhanced testing
opportunity in a dual-fuelling prototype

5. Minimised abrasion - Dust production is
minimised. This is of importance in direct-
cycle operation

6. Off-line defuelling offers operational
freedom

7. OTTO technology base - Analytical
investigations since 1970 provide a solid
scientific base

1. Unwanted neutron flux profile for unit
sizes exceeding 120 MWt

2. Operational in-experience - Close synergy
is to be observed with MEDUL
experience. A MEDUL plant design can
incorporate OTTO fuelling regime
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FIG. 2: VSOP model of the OTTO-PAP reactor layout
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The scope of this paper includes an account of the development deemed necessary in
providing an economical alternative to an HTGR concept in terms of:
• achieving a favourable neutron flux distribution for reaching a power output in the range of

130-200 MWt with OTTO fuelling;
• the geometric modelling capability in <j>-r-z to account for the neutronic behaviour and

influence of control poison due to the introduction of noses;
• enhanced pebble flow model.

Model Description: OTTO Core Design and Fuel Elements

Core Modelling

In the study a 3-D computational simulation of the equilibrium cycle of the OTTO-150 plant is
presented. Fig. 2 provides a VSOP model layout of the plant. A comparative listing of the 150
MWt OTTO reference layout and HTR-MODUL is provided in Table II.

TABLE II. SOME REACTOR LAYOUT DATA

LAYOUT PARAMETERS
Burnup
Heavy metal content

Core Height/Radius

Core shape
Noses
Fuel Zoning regime
Number of passes
Helium heat up
Decay heat factor
Thermal conductivity - Pebble Bed (A3-3)

Thermal conductivity - Reflector (AGL IE 1-24)

MWd/KgHM
g/FE

cm

°C

W/mK

W/mK

OTTO-PAP

7

624/170

Cylindrical
65 cm x 30 cm
2-Zone
1
560-> 900
1.1
Nominal;
F(irradiated temp.)

Nominal;
F(irradiated temp.)

In Fig. 3 the core geometric model is depicted consisting of two distinct sub-regions regions,
i.e. the core-nose and rest-core model, of which the latter, in turn consist of one region
bordering the nose side, whilst the second region is delimited by the ring reflector. A grid
subdivision of the core-nose model consists of 2 radial and 24 axial zones, with the rest-core
model having 5 radial and 30 axial zones. The core is embedded in a graphite reflector shell of
78 cm thickness, which is surrounded, respectively by a carbon brick layer of 22 cm, a core
barrel and a moulded steel pressure vessel. Enclosing the reactor pressure vessel the reactor
cavity cooling system (RCCS) model is further extended to represent a closed-circuit water
cooled panel system, similar to the system employed in the HTR-MODUL. This boundary
specification enables the neutronic and thermal-hydraulic evaluation for the specified reactor
layout.
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For the computational simulation of the reactor life the discretized core is sub-divided into
many batches in both the axial and radial directions. Batch positions remain stationary over a
burnup period of approximately 8 weeks (load factor of 0.76). Thereafter movement of one
step downward follows. Batches at the bottom are unloaded, while the top ones are made up
with fresh fuel. This scheme simulates continuous OTTO fuelling by sub-dividing the time
scale into relatively large, discrete time steps.

The calculation^ procedure described above can simultaneously be regarded as representative
of Peu-a-Peu fuelling with defuelling steps of 8 weeks. Adaptation of the defuelling period is
easily achievable by modifying the downward shuffling to multiple time steps. Defuelling of 3
layers at one time but filling the top layers bit-by-bit represents OTTO-Peu-a-Peu fuelling with
a 6 months defuelling period.

Based on a recent study of the flow of spheres through the core of the THTR plant /10/ and
experimental data compiled by Kleine-Tebbe / l l / the BIRGIT code flow model could be
enhanced to simulate the flow of spheres more accurately in pebble bed HTRs. In Fig. 4 the
flow results as compiled by Kleine-Tebbe is depicted. Data obtained experimentally can thus
be employed to validate forthcoming sensitivity studies on flow regime variations.

REST CORE MODEL NOSE MODEL

FIG. 3: Discrete core model:- rest-core and core-nose schemes FIG. 4: THTR experimental flow data
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Unit Power Increase

The unit electrical power output is achieved by the following four additions:

Increasing the core radius - In /12/ and the noted work by Scherer, et.al. confirmation is
provided that noses (nasen: German for noses) are required in case of the core radius
exceeding 1.5m. It is shown that the introduced nose rods provide a necessary and sufficient
requirement for effective long term shut down under ambient (50°C) reactor conditions. In
Fig. 5 a depiction of the core layout provide nose dimensions as derived from the AVR
geometry. The thermal output is roughly increased by 10 MWt/lOcm radial increase.

PBMR-SA (OTTO) 150MWth SECTION THROUGH
INTERNALS

(GRAPHITE AND CARBON STRUCTURE)

BORONATED CARBO

16 x HOLES FOR
INLET GAS

(«S15O)

12 x HOLES FOR
CONTROL RODS

760 WIDE GRAPHITE

240 WIDE CARBON

NOSE

HOLE FOR
CONTROL/SHUT DOWN

o

Core

FIG. 5: OTTO-150 - Core layout with noses
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Increasing the core height - A parameter variation is performed to determine characteristic
sensitivity for the yield in thermal output versus increase in height. In summary the tendency in
thermal gain is ~10%/m.

Apart from the 3-D calculational requirement necessitated by the resultant core geometry,
effective physical modelling of the downward fuel flow through the core dictated the
introduction of cylindrical geometry. The FIRZIT code is subsequently developed to perform
the 3-D geometrical modelling in <f>-r-z. Diffusion calculations in 3-D is performed with the
CITATION code. In Fig. 6 a sectional depiction of the OTTO core is posed.

1/8 Section of OTTO Core

Carbon Bricks

Reflector

Control Rod
Core
Nose

100 200 300
CM

FIG. 6: OTTO-150 - 1/8 Section of the core and reflector model

Introduction of a 2-zone core loading scheme - This concept is well-proven in practise
during the AVR operation. The fuelling tubes in the AVR design are perfectly suitable to be
employed towards this end. In the note /13/ a mixture of 25% graphite spheres (blindkugeln) is
shown to be effectively employed for creating an equalised distribution of the power density
from within the centre column of the core radially outward. This is done without upsetting the
fuel/moderator ratio in the core. A flatter temperature profile is achieved in this way due the
decrease of fissionable material in the inner core area (see Fig. 7). The obtained reduced
power density results in a reduction of the decay heat production in the inner core.
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Helium Exit Temperature Distribution
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FIG. 7: 2-Zone versus 1-Zone core layout

Deploying an advanced fuel design by including B4C coated particles - In the calculational
model the shielding of all coated particles, whether fuel or burnable poison, is observed. Self
shielding factors (SSF) in the thermal-neutron energy range influencing reaction rates in the
particle kernels, coatings and moderator material have been calculated. The theory is based on
the derivations in /14/ which includes an accurate description of the penetration probability for
a neutron traversing the coated particles.
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FIG. 8: Calculated SSF in Spectrum Zones 1-10 ranging from top (1) to the bottom (10) of core
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OTTO-P: Power Distribution in Channel 1
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FIG. 9: OTTO-P - In-core (inner column) estimated power distribution

TABLE ni: SOME FUEL AND REFLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
REFERENCE REACTOR

Fuel Elements:

Sphere radius
Fuel matrix radius
Uranium enrichment - Nus/Nu
Heavy metal loading per fuel sphere
Fuel spheres / Graphite spheres
(inner - outer core zone)

Coated Fuel Particles:
Particle diameter
Density
Coating material
Thickness
Density

Coated B4C Particles.
Particle diameter
Density
Coating material
Thickness
Density

Reflector:
Thickness
Graphite density

cm
cm
%

g/sphere
%

|im
g/cm3

um
g/cm3

um
g/cm3

urn
g/cm3

cm
g/cm3

First Core
3
2.5
4.66
7
70/30 - 100/0

500
10.4
C/iPyC/SiC/oPyC
95/40/35/40
1.05/1.90/3.18/1.90

400
2.45
C/iPyC/SiC/oPyC
95/40/35/40
1.05/1.90/3.18/1.90

Inner
78
1.75

Equilibrium Core
3
2.5
9.45
7
67/33 - 100/0

Outer
22
1.55
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A pre-study performed of the optimal B4C kernel size indicated a size within the range of 200
- 400um. For purposes of this study 400ujn was assumed. A SSF distribution through the
reactor from top to bottom is depicted in Fig. 8.

In Fig. 9 the discretely calculated power profile is plotted of the axial fuel batches modelled
within the inner core channel.

The burnable poison content and type is to be optimised as a function of specific core height
and desired burnup.

Table III lists characteristic data of the fuel element reference design, reflector, and thermal
shield. For the neutronic calculations the core model is of importance up to the carbon blocks.
The carbon blocks are treated with B4C to enhance a sharp decline of the neutron flux and
indeed provide thermal neutron shielding to outlying sensitive construction elements.

Reactor Performance

The OTTO-150 design has been completed for the 7g heavy metal, HTR-MODUL fuel
element layout. This pebble bed reactor concept masters the Depressurized Loss of Coolant
Accident (DLOFC) by total passive means, i.e. without activating any safety devices.
Consequently most of the characteristics of the nuclear performance and fuel cycle are close to
the HTR-MODUL (Table IV).

Larger differences are, however, observed in the core related dimensions, helium heating, and
the fuelling scheme. This data are significant to the reactor safety performance.

TABLE IV: REACTOR PERFORMANCE DATA

Thermal Power
Core Volume
Helium heating

Enrichment Nus/Ny
Conversion ratio
Neutron losses:

Fission products
Leakage
Burnable poison

Power peaking
Maximum fuel temp
He tempout - Max/Min

UsOs-Requirement
Separative work
Fissile Inventory

MWt

m3

°C

%

%
%
%

KW/Sphere
°C
°C

kg/GWd,
kg SWU/GWdt

kg/GWt

OTTO-PAP
150
50
560->900

9.6
0.40

6.1
11.6
6.8

1.36
933
890/912

294
220
641

HTR-MODUL
200
67
250~»700

7.8
0.46

7.3
14.2
0

1.37
856
644/788

238
171
500
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In the reference reactor the shut down system consists of 4 and 12 rods located in the noses
and the reflector (Fig. 5), respectively. The shut down capability is approximately 3% higher
than that of the HTR-MODUL which consists of small absorber spheres, the so-called KLAK
(KLeine Absorber-Kugeln), being released into 20 vertical channels in the side reflector (Fig.
10).

Control 1*4 iHsorffo*.- N t r n t l O i l ration «»tf SRUf Down

FIG. 10: Control rod insertion - Criticality control

The shutdown requirement is 21% larger than that of the HTR-MODUL. This difference can
be attributed to the following three contributors, i.e. the higher operational temperature, a
modified neutron spectrum brought about by the boron poisoning, and the presence of the
noses which positively contributes to the overall temperature coefficient. As can be seen in
Table V the temperature coefficient becomes more negative. This apparently, is due to the
modified neutron spectrum caused by the burnable poison.

TABLE V: CONTROL AND SAFETY PERFORMANCE DATA

Criticality change at shut down
Operation -»-cold shut down
135Xe decay
Total

Shutdown system
Full insertion

Temperature coefficient (8KV5T)
Fuel
Moderator
Total

DLOFC
Max fuel temp
Time of max temp
Release/Production of decay heat integrated over 2 days

K«ff

50°C

5K,ff

(x 10 s C1)

°C
h

%

OTTO-PAP

0.044
0.047
0.091

16 rods
0.121

-2.8
-3.7
-6.5

1572
30
71

HTR-MODUL

0.030
0.045
0.075

20 KLAK
0.118

-4.5
-0.6
-5.1

1535
27
28
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. i i : OTTO-150 - DLOFC temperature distribution in the reactor at accident onset time

FIG. 12: OTTO-150 - DLOFC temperature distribution at 30 hours into the accident
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In Fig. 11 the OTTO-PAP model layout is presented.

During a DLOFC the passive removal of the decay heat proceeds exactly in accordance with
the HTR-MODUL. The maximum fuel temperature, depicted in Fig. 12 remains below the
limit of 1600°C, which is regarded the limiting temperature for full retention of the radioactive
nuclides in the coated particles. An important difference is observed in the decay heat domain.
Whilst in the HTR-MODUL decay heat is mostly stored (72%) in the reactor and internal
components over the first 2 days, the OTTO-PAP predominantly releases decay heat (only
29% stored) via the reactor pressure vessel to be removed by the reactor cavity cooling system
(RCCS) (see Figs. 13a & b). This is due to the higher operational temperature of the reactor,
taken as the initiating temperature of the DLOFC transient calculation.
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OTTO-150: Decay Heat Storage during DLOFC
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EZZ2 Heat stored in Fuel

Integral decay powar

99 112

FIG. 13a: OTTO-150 Characteristic decay heat storage during DLOFC
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FIG. 13b: HTR-MODUL - Characteristic decay heat storage during DLOFC
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In Fig. 14 the temperature behaviour in the fuel and reactor pressure vessel is depicted during
the accident, while Fig. 13a clearly displays cooling down of the core and reflector after 33
hours since the time of accident inception. Fig. 13b outlines the heat storage performance
differences within the HTR-MODUL reactor.
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FIG. 14: OTTO-150 - Temperature transients during DLOFC

Conclusions

A PBMR reactor design based on the following philosophy is offered:
Technology pertaining to reactor layout and control is considered within the realm of observed
dynamic similarity;
The proposed advanced fuel design can be realised (manufactured and qualified) within the
existing infra-structural frame of reference /15/.

During OTTO-PAP fuelling of a high temperature pebble-bed reactor, fuel spheres are initially
being added daily, on-line, in accordance with the fuel burnup. Off-line, batchwise de-fuelling
is possible for a period to be optimised between six months and two years after reaching an
equilibrium core. Axially a flat neutronic flux profile resembling that of the MEDUL fuelling
regime is achieved by introducing B4C coated particles of particular size in accordance with a
pre-calculated packing density within the fuel spheres. A higher power output together with an
optimised overall fuel utilisation is achieved by this manipulation.

An optimised radial temperature distribution is achieved by introducing a 2-zone core loading.
The excellent possibility is offered for power production when coupled to a the power
conversion unit (PCU) with Brayton cycle due to the relatively low temperature gradient
within the fuel spheres.
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Physical properties of the OTTO-150 reference design is reported, while computations
performed observe results obtained by the reference MEDUL design. Characteristic data for
this reactor layout is presented.

Advantages of the OTTO-PAP and Peu-a-Peu fuelling schemes include simplification of the
overall fuel management regime, operational ease offered by off-line de-fuelling, and
considerable capital saving due to the simplified component requirements for re-fuelling,
burnup measurement and instrumentation. The basic fuel elements under consideration are
conventional, well-tested with regards to production techniques, temperature and irradiation
performance, and bumup.
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